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Available online 10 March 2011This observational studypresents thefindings of preoperative
Transcranial Doppler in a series of recently symptomatic and
asymptomatic patients with carotid stenosis. Results show
a higher rate of spontaneous embolisation (SE) in recently
symptomatic compared to asymptomatic patients. Of
patients with SE, 23% suffered recurrent non-invalidating
cerebrovascular events. Probably of even more importance,
it showed that 12% of patients without SE suffered recurrent
symptoms. In other words; an SE-free TCD registration does
notexclude recurrent symptoms.Varying timebetween index
event and TCD, and relatively short TCD monitoring time of
30 min might be the explanation. In the 33 asymptomatic
patients, 6% (2) had SE, but no events occurred (0/33).
The relation between symptomatology, SE, and recur-
rent symptoms can be summarized as follows, based on this
and previous reports:1,2
1. Recently symptomatic patients have a higher rate of
ipsilateral TCD measured emboli;
2. Recently symptomatic patients have a higher risk of
recurrent symptoms;
3. Detection of emboli in the ipsilateral MCA is associated
with increased (recurrent) stroke risk.DOI of original article: 10.1016/j.ejvs.2011.01.013.
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doi:10.1016/j.ejvs.2011.02.003From a histological point of view, these findings are in
line with the observation that plaque vulnerability is
related to severity of the index event, with most vulnera-
bility in patients with prior stroke, and the least number of
vulnerable plaques in patients with an asymptomatic
presentation.3
Despite over 70% of patients being operated within 14 days
of the index event, and 43% within 7 days, still a horrifying
14.6% of patients suffered recurrent cerebral ischaemic
events between admission and surgery. Although not
confirmed in this report, we consider that all 18 recurrent
events occurred ipsilaterally. On each occasion the secondary
(recurrent event) was the same as the primary clinical event
(TIAZ 14, AFZ 4) and no invalidating recurrent symptoms
occurred within the present cohort. Unfortunately, specifi-
cation of index events in the 123 symptomatic patients was
not provided, and the actual number of patients included
with initial minor stroke remains unclear.
From Table 4 it might be concluded that if all symptomatic
patients would have been treated within 14 days, eight
recurrent eventsmight have been prevented. Despite, still 10
events would have occurred, with 7 out of these 10 not being
prevented when all patients would have been operated on
within 7 days. Furthermore, if more aggressive antiplatelet or
anticoagulation therapy would have been provided based on
the occurrence of SE, at best 7 events would have been pre-
vented in 31 patients with SE. On the contrary, still 11 events
would have occurred in 92 patients without SE. SE based
intervention therefore seems not indicated.d by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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limited, the most important message is that it once more
emphasizes the need for expedited carotid endarterectomy.
Recently symptomatic patients should be treated within 14
days (and probably within 72 h of the index event in the
future) in order to prevent more strokes in the long term.
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